TCI Introduces Scaling Tool Kit and Webinars

TCI Introduces the
Transformative Change
Scaling Tool Kit
The tools provided in the Transformative Change Tool Kit will help
you scale innovation through guided exploration of strategic leadership, identifying scaling partners, using
data to facilitate scaling, and more.
Learn more about the Tool Kit and download the first five tools.

TCI Summer Webinar Series
You are invited to join The Collaboratory and OCCRL for a series of summer webinars:
Scaling Stackable Credentials, 6/20/14
The Alliance for Quality Career Pathways, 7/17/14
Reengineering and Scaling Student Supports for Educational and Employment Success, 8/14/14
Learn more about these summer webinars and signup today!

Strategies for Transformative
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Change Series: We want to hear
from you!
TCI seeks to share the innovative strategies that your college, TAAACCCT
consortium, and partners are implementing and scaling with others.
You can read the first three briefs in our Strategies for Transformative
Change series, Developmental Education Redesign, Health Care Core Curriculum, and Intrusive Student
Support and Contextualized Developmental Education. These briefs are helping colleges, consortia, and
our federal agencies better understand ways in which colleges are responding to the goals and priorities
of the TAACCCT grants.
Now we want to hear from you! Submit your transformative change strategy using our online tool.
Read more.

Exploring
Transformative
Leadership: Part
Four of the TCI
Blog Series
by Debra Bragg
This is the fourth post in a series about
the Transformative Change Initiative (TCI) and is based on the 2014 TCI booklet. This post explores the
first guiding principle in the TCI Framework.
Leaders who engage in transformative change come from many backgrounds and represent many
perspectives. Top-down leadership associated with formal administrative roles is important to
transformative change, but so is bottom-up leadership. In the context of transformative change,
leadership is less about formal structure than persistent persuasion...
Read more.

The Transformative Change Initiative is led by the Office of Community College Research and
Leadership and The Collaboratory with support from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Lumina
Foundation, and the Joyce Foundation.
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